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The annihilation of energetic (1.2 GeV) antiprotons is exploited to deposit maximum thermal
excitation (up to 1000 MeV) in massive nuclei (Cu, Ho, Au, and U) while minimizing the contribution
from collective excitation such as rotation, shape distortion, and compression. Excitation energy
distributionsdsydEp are deduced from eventwise observation of the whole nuclear evaporation chain
with two 4p detectors for neutrons and charged particles. The nuclei produced in this way are found
to decay predominantly statistically, i.e., by evaporation. [S0031-9007(96)00872-1]

PACS numbers: 25.43.+t, 24.60.Dr
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The study of such decay modes of very highly e
cited nuclei as fission, multifragmentation, cracking, a
vaporization is presently a major objective in nucle
physics because of its bearing on the lesser-known b
properties of hot nuclear matter, such as heat capa
specific heat, viscosity, and phase transitions. Unfo
nately, the decay pattern is also very sensitive to
dynamics of the excitation process, especially when c
lective degrees of freedom like rotation, shape distorti
and compression are strongly induced. These may h
to be envisaged in the most often used [1–3] heavy-
reactions. This ambiguity makes it difficult to correla
the observed decay pattern with either thermally or
namically induced decay.

In order to minimize the influence of the entran
channel on the decay modes, we have, for the first ti
investigated the nuclear excitation following annihilatio
of energetic antiprotons. Antiprotons annihilate on
single nucleon at the surface of, or even inside
nucleus, thereby producing a pion cloud containing
average of about 5 particles. Because of the high cen
of-mass velocity (bc.m.  0.63) of this cloud, it is focused
forward into the nucleus. Since the pion momenta
comparable to the Fermi momentum of the nucleo
in the nucleus, the pions heat the nucleus in a s
radiationlike way [4], probably even softer and mo
efficient than can be expected in proton- or other lig
ion-induced spallation reactions, which have also b
exploited recently for this purpose [5–7].

Intranuclear cascade (INC) calculations have be
found to provide a reasonable description of this mec
nism. They predict that the spin remains low (belo
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maximum 25h̄) and that shape distortion and dens
compression are negligible [8], in contrast to what
expected in heavy-ion reactions. The reaction time
achievement of equilibrium conditions is only abo
30 fmyc or 10222 s [9], which is much shorter in gen
eral than the dynamical period in heavy-ion reactio
[10]. This is all the more important at high temperatu
(T ø 6 MeV) when the characteristic evaporation tim
reduces tot , 10222 s, implying little cooling of the
compound nucleus during heating.

In this Letter we concentrate on the use of a n
method to determine the thermal excitation energy p
duced with energetic antiprotons. This method is ba
on the eventwise observation of the whole nuclear eva
ration chain, including both neutrons and charged pa
cles. The detailed decay modes of the hot nuclei will
the subject of a forthcoming publication.

The experiment PS208 was carried out at the low-ene
antiproton ring (LEAR) at CERN, Geneva. Antiproton
with an energy of 1.2 GeV triggered a scintillator syste
consisting of a thin (2 mm) start detectorS1 vetoed by an
annular detectorS0. About 16 m downstream ofS1, S0,
the antiprotons were focused ontonatCu, 165Ho, 197Au,
and238U targets with thicknesses of1 2 mg/cm2.

The reaction products induced by energeticp were
detected by means of two4p detectors surrounding
the target: the so-called Berlin Neutron Ball (BNB
containing at its center the Berlin Silicon Ball (BSiB
The BNB [11] is a spherical tank with an outer diame
of 140 cm and a scintillator volume of 1500 l, housin
a reaction chamber of 40 cm diameter at the cen
of which the targets were located. This detector w
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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mainly used for counting evaporationlike neutrons in ea
reaction. For these low-energy neutrons, its efficien
was typically e , s83285d%. For cascade neutrons o
higher energy (30–50 MeV), the efficiency decreases
the (40–25)% level [11], which means that the detec
is rather transparent to neutrons from pre-equilibriu
processes. The master trigger for the acquisition sys
was a coincidence ofS1 ^ S0 and the prompt light signa
of the BNB, with the threshold set toø10 MeV. The
prompt light comes from all kinds of reaction produc
de-excitationg rays, recoil protons from neutrons slowin
down in the scintillator, but most of all from high-energ
charged pions from the primary annihilation process.

Light-charged particles (LCP: H1 He isotopes), in-
termediate mass fragments (IMF), and fission fragme
(FF) were detected by the BSiB [12] composed of 1
independent silicon detectors (500 mm thick) forming a
20 cm diameter sphere. These detectors covered an
tive zone of about 90% of4p . Because of absorption
of LCP’s in the target, the detection efficiency for LCP
decreases further to about (79–84)%, depending on
Z of the particle. For each detected particle the time
flight (TOF) as well as energyE was measured. Charge
particles (CP: H1 He 1 IMF 1 FF) were identified by
means of TOF versusE correlations with a lower detec
tion threshold of less than 1 MeV.

The combined information from the two 4p detectors
is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1 as the correlat
between observed multiplicities for neutrons and C
from reactions on Cu, Ho, Au, and U. As a gene
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FIG. 1(color). Top panels: Correlation of neutron multiplici
versus CP multiplicity for 1.2 GeVp induced reactions on Cu
Ho, Au, and U, corrected for background but not for efficien
Bottom panels: Galilean-invariant velocity plot for evapora
Z  1 andZ  2 particles for 1.2 GeVp 1 Au.
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tendency, we note an increase of both,Mn and MCP ,
with increasingA and Z of the target. This is mainly
due to the fact that larger target nuclei incorporate m
energy from the pionic system and have lower parti
separation energies than do lighter ones. Also, at lo
excitations for heavy nuclei (Au, U relative to Cu, Ho
emission of neutrons is strongly favored over that
LCP’s, and at higher excitations, when comparing
to U, we observe once more a shift of the measu
distributions toward larger neutron multiplicity as a res
of a further reduction of neutron separation energies.

The method employed to determine the thermal ex
tation energy relies on the basic property of hot nuc
of de-excitation by evaporation of light particles (LP
neutrons1 light charged particles), thereby carrying o
some 10 to 20 MeV of excitation energy per partic
approximately equally divided between binding and
netic energies. This evaporation process is almost
fectly described by the many existing statistical mod
codes. A prerequisite for the applicability of these mod
is that the source is equilibrated by the time the emiss
starts. In order to account for this condition, we cut off
24 MeV the relatively small (typically 15%) contributio
at higher energy from the energy spectra of the detec
LCP’s having a different slope and verify the isotrop
emission of the remaining evaporation part. The fact t
the Galilean-invariant velocity distribution presented
the lower panel of Fig. 1 follows circles centered in t
origin of the velocity plane clearly demonstrates that
and He particles are isotropically emitted from an equ
brated thermalized system, which is nearly at rest due
the small recoil from the reaction. It is also notewort
that the most energeticZ  1 particles are not registere
at all due to the lower energy threshold of theE detectors.
For neutrons, however, we have only indirect informati
on the kinetic energy on account of the variability in d
tection efficiencies pointed out above.

In order to infer for each reaction event the induc
thermal excitationEp, we use the sum of all registere
light particlesMLP , and associate with it (after correc
tion for efficiency) the excitation energyEp. For the
calculation of the relationMLP sEpd, we employ here a
slightly extended version [13] of the statistical mod
codeGEMINI [14], because this code also allows for IM
emission. Figure 2 demonstrates the sensitivity of
assignment ofEp to MLP , and also points out its advan
tage over allocatingEp from the neutron multiplicityMn

alone. The upper two panels show, as an example, the
perimental multiplicity distributionsdsydM for 1.2 GeV
p 1 Au as dotted curves for all LP (a) and for neutro
only (b). Calculated multiplicity distributionsMLP sEpd
and MnsEpd have been included for a set of fixed valu
Ep  100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 MeV. These
MLP distributions are very well separated from each oth
showing the strong correlation between the two quanti
MLP andEp. The same comparison for neutrons only
much less favorable: here theMn distributions already star
1231
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FIG. 2. Upper two panels: Measured multiplicity distributio
(d) dsydMLP (a) and dsydMn (b) for 1.2 GeV p 1 Au.
The shaded histograms are calculated multiplicity distri
tions for fixed values ofEp  100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, and
1000 MeV (from left to right). Lower two panels: Conto
diagrams of experimental event distributions forMn (c) and
MLCP (d) as a function ofEp compared with calculated avera
multiplicities (dots connected by a line). The intensity chan
between two contour lines is a factor of 3.

overlapping at low excitation. The FWHM of these c
culated multiplicity distributions can be translated into
energy widthDEp defining an energy resolutionDEpyEp.
By increasing the excitation energy from 150 to 1000 M
for Au, the thus defined energy resolution decreases f
50% to 11% if deduced fromMLCP , it increases from 12%
to 23% for Mn, and assumes a constant value of 7%
MLP . We conclude thatMLP is indeed a reliable observa
tion for Ep up to 1 GeV or more but that the observati
of Mn [13,15] and ofMLCP [2] alone (which have bee
applied before for this purpose) is less sensitive to
the resolution depends strongly on the excitation ene
Since the next best choice are LCP’s, at least for high
citation energies, we have also reconstructed the excita
energy distributions by usingMLCP only. This compari-
son agrees for heavy nuclei quite well with the LP meth
but deviates for Cu as will be discussed below.

It is also shown in the lower part of Fig. 2 for Au th
the model predictions (continuous lines) fit closely
ridge of the event distributions as a function ofMn (c)
and MLCP (d), showing that the sharing betweenn and
LCP is also well accounted for on the average.

There are some uncertainties in the choice of the m
parameters which have to be considered because of
1232
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relevance for the reliability of the deduced valueEp. For
instance, in the calculation we take into account that in
course of the fast cascade phase an original238U nucleus
loses mass and charge with increasingEp up to214At, as is
suggested by the INC calculation forEp  1 GeV. For
this extremeEp the respective evaporation chain releas
about 3 neutrons less, but 1 CP more than it would h
for an intact238U nucleus. Also, a variation of the leve
density parameter and the spin within reasonable lim
(from a  Ay10 to Ay8.5 or Ay13 and from l  0"

to 25") results at best in a variation ofMLP by 3 to
4 units at the highest excitation, which corresponds to
uncertainty forEp of about610%. The results from other
statistical model codes,JULIAN [16] or from Ref. [17], are
once more consistent with the ones fromGEMINI within
these limits. Incidentally, the results from different cod
agree much better in the sum multiplicityMLP than in the
ratio MCPyMn. Finally, it is worth noting that a resul
of statistical model calculations is that fission or break
of the nucleus into three or more heavy fragments at
stage along the de-excitation chain does not alterMLP

or Ep by more than 10%. Therefore, this method is n
subject to specific splitting modes of the hot nucleus.

Using the method described above, we have been
to deduce excitation energy distributions and absolute
ferential cross sectionsdsydEp following p annihilation
for the first time. These are shown as dotted curves
Fig. 3. Also included in Fig. 3 are the pertinent INC ca
culations [8] as histograms. For the heavy nuclei Ho, A
and U, we note a satisfactory agreement between exp
mental and model distributions both in shape and in ab
lute values. For Cu, however, we observe a consider
discrepancy near the maximum close toEp  150 MeV.
For this relatively light nucleus the experimental reco
struction of theEp distribution from the multiplicityMLP

of all light particles might be less reliable because of
difficulty in discriminating between evaporative and d
rectly emitted neutrons and in subtracting the very f
(1 or 2) additional neutrons from pion-induced reactio
in the scintillator liquid of BNB. This has the tendenc
to transfer cross section from lowEp to intermediateEp.
Since the relative contribution of these two effects is m
important for lighter target nuclei, we show for Cu
Fig. 3 (star symbols) also theEp distribution deduced
from MLCP alone which seems to agree somewhat b
ter with the INC calculation.

All four dsydEp distributions are dominated by
broad distribution which shifts to higherEp for the heav-
ier nuclei. At very lowEp the intensity increases con
siderably, which we assign to peripheral reactions. M
important with respect to properties of hot nuclear ma
are the high energy tails of the data. Thep interaction
with uranium, for instance, leads for more than 12%
the reaction cross section to thermal energies in exces
600 MeV, i.e., to temperatures larger than 5.2 MeV (w
a  Ay10). In the extreme tails of the distributions eve
energies as high as 1 GeV are reached, which could
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FIG. 3. Distribution of excitation energydsydEp deduced
from MLP (d) or MLCP (?) compared with the INC mode
(histogram) forp s1.22 GeVd 1 U, Au, Ho, and Cu.

be obtained [7] with protons of still higher incident ener
(2 GeV). This finding verifies the expectation [9] that a
tiprotons are more efficient in heating nuclei than proto

Table I collects the parameters deduced from theEp

distributions in Fig. 3. These parameters are the m
excitation energykEpl, the mean excitation energy p
nucleon kEpyAl, and the maximum excitation energi
Ep

max and Ep
maxyA, defined by the somewhat arbitra

criterion that they are associated to the upper 1% of
excitation energy distribution. The averagekEpl from
p annihilation in flight increases from Cu to U almo
linearly with A in accordance with INC model prediction
However, when converted tokEpyAl, this tendency is
inverted: the lighter nucleus receives more excitat
energy per nucleon or equivalently higher temperatu
As to the maximum excitation energy,Ep

max in Table I,
we note that for U as much as 30% of the totally availa
energy (3.1 GeV) is converted to intrinsic excitation, b
still Ep

maxyA  4.3 is below the expected [17] onset
s
w

TABLE I. Target dependence ofkEpl, kEpyAl, and measured
reaction cross sectionsreac as well as geometrical cros
section sgeosr0  1.38 fmd. Numbers in parentheses sho
the maximum measuredEp or EpyA corresponding to 1% of
sreac, assuming forA  Atarget 2 DAINC with DAINC being
the calculated mass loss in the INC stage.

kEpl kEp
maxl kEpyAl sEp

maxyAd sreac sgeo
A
ZX (MeV) (MeV) (mb) (mb)

natCu 144 6 20 s516d 2.53 (11.3) 973 6 80 950
165Ho 269 6 30 s780d 1.73 (5.4) 1817 6 95 1800
197Au 309 6 30 s880d 1.65 (5.0) 1985 6 110 2025
238U 348 6 40 s940d 1.52 (4.3) 2220 6 130 2290
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nonevaporative emission of IMF’s. The observed me
IMF multiplicities for all four reactions are below 1.
up to the highest excitation energies which can be fu
explained by evaporation.

By integrating dsydEp we obtain the reaction cros
sectionssreac (Table I) for an inelasticity larger than
about 10 MeV. The values so obtained compare rat
well with a geometrical cross sectionsgeo calculated with
r0  1.38 fm. The radius parameter is thus slightly larg
than the standard value, which indicates that annihilat
can occur already in the low density periphery of t
nucleus.

In summary, our studies have shown energetic antip
tons to be a promising tool to create high thermal e
citation in massive nuclei with minimum stimulation o
collective motion. Excitation energy spectra for 1.2 Ge
p 1 Cu, Ho, Au, and U extend with appreciable cro
section (1% ofsreac) up to 500 MeV for Cu and as far a
about 1000 MeV for U. They are in satisfactory agre
ment with predictions from the INC model.

The excitation energy distributions are deduced fro
eventwise observation of the whole nuclear de-excitat
chain, a method which became feasible by the combi
application of two4p detectors for LCP’s and for neu
trons. The precision of this new method of determini
thermal excitations for heavy nuclei is estimated to
about610% up to Ep  1 GeV, with the benefit of min-
imum bias from reaction models. The decay of hot n
clei produced with energetic antiprotons and a minimu
of collective excitation such as rotation, compression, a
shape distortion exhibit essentially a statistical decay
evaporation up to 5 or even 11 MeVynucleon of thermal
excitation energy.

We are very much indebted to the LEAR staff at CER
for the good beam quality and also thank E. Widmann a
M. Doser for continuous support.
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